The wait is finally over - the opening day of the 2019-2020 season is here!

FORECAST

And wouldn't ya know it...there's a snowfall warning in effect!

Conditions As Of 12.07.19
04:12Pm

7 day/week operations commence today and we're expecting that we'll be
open first thing at 9 AM with Sundance (Blue) Chair, Huckleberry Chair, Green
Chair, and Buckaroo carpet. Tamarack (Red) Chair is scheduled to operate as
well, with a delayed opening likely due to morning terrain assessments
needing some extra time. In terms of terrain, most or all runs on the main
mountain from Drifter to the North boundary are likely to open, with the
exception of some lower gladed runs below the North Road and Shotgun.
Terrain accessed from Huckleberry & Green Chair will be open as it was last
weekend for Sneak Peek!
Today we're expecting a mix of sun and cloud followed by increasing
cloudiness, a drop in temperatures, and snow beginning this evening and
continuing overnight. The freezing level should continue to hover a bit below
mid-mountain this morning before dropping to the valley bottom by this
afternoon. Winds are expected from the west 40 km/h with gusts to 60
km/h, subsiding later today.
A couple of events are on tap today with our Boarderline presents Opening
Day Rail Jam taking place on our early season park in the Green zone
between 1 PM and 4 PM as well as Fall4Film's "Tasty Treats Vol. 1" film being
shown in the T-Bar Pub, starting at 7 PM. Early season conditions exist. Please
watch for what lies beneath - ski & ride with care.

SNOW FALL (CM)
TEMPERATURE
SUMMIT TEMPERATURE -3°C
VILLAGE TEMPERATURE °C

MID MOUNTAIN

VILLAGE

Fresh Snow (Overnight)

1

0

Fresh Snow (24 Hrs)

0

0

Fresh Snow (48 Hrs)

5

0

Last 7 Days

16

7

Total Snow Fall

324

114

Snow Base

80

30

LIFT STATUS
Updated As Of 12.07.19 04:12Pm

5 of 6
Lifts Open

Tamarack (Red) Chair

Open

Sundance (Blue) Chair

Open

Huckleberry Chair

Open

Green Chair

Open

Buckaroo Magic Carpet

Open

T-Rex T-Bar

Closed

